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Esports Charts is a multi-sense big data-mining and analytical company 
for esports, traditional sports, and entertainment. It is one of the largest 
public sources of streaming analytics in the world.

The company collects, researches, processes, and analyzes data and 
statistics of live tournaments, real-time in-game events, players’/teams’ 
performance, and even spectator reactions and emotional contexts. 

Esports Charts’ statistics make esports more honest and clear and helps 
sponsors, organizers, and viewers to find out the degree of popularity of 
any broadcast and esports event.

Viewership statistics in esports have always been a topic of heated 
debate. Esports Charts recognizes its responsibility and strives to unite 
all participants to standardize metrics across the industry.

Esports Charts holds data to the highest standards and provides full 
transparency about its own methodology.

Being socially responsible, the company participates in educational and 
non-commercial projects and programs, comprehensively helping to 
develop the esports market.

ESPORTS CHARTS 
TERMS & METRICS,
METHODOLOGY 

https://escharts.com/
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Terms and Definitions

Data analysis
The process of researching, aggregating, filtering, collecting, transforming, and modeling data in 
order to obtain information to be used in the future, including for the purpose of Report 
generation. Data analysis contains certain aspects and approaches, covering various methods 
which are developed directly by the Supplier and are of a confidential nature.

Report
A generated electronic document, which provides processed information, describes the content 
of analytical data and research and is the ultimate result of providing data analysis Services.

Platform
A platform is an online service providing the technical capability of live streaming (e.g. Twitch, 
YouTube, Trovo, Afreeca TV, Booyah TV, Nimo TV, Kick, etc.).

Channel
A dedicated account on a streaming platform associated with a specific person or a company 
(e.g. xQcOW, ibai, Gaules, BLASTPremier, MPL, etc.).

Influencer, streamer, studio, content maker
A company/person responsible for organizing broadcasts, such as tournaments or live events. 
Often they organize broadcasts across several channels and across multiple categories or 
games.

Discipline
Esports disciplines/games are divided into several main classes, differentiated by the genre, 
game models and tasks, etc.

Venue
An official location suitable for hosting offline esports events.

Match
A single game or set of games (e.g. Best-of-X matches) with a predefined number of teams (or 
individual players) conducted as a part of professional competition.

Stage
A set of matches defining a specific round of the tournament.

Tournament (event)
A single esports competition (event) in a specific discipline.

Team
A formal group of players united in a competitive squad. Also can be a single player in the case of 
solo disciplines/solo tournaments.

Organization
An official business entity representing one or more esports teams.

Organizer
An official business entity that is responsible for organizing and hosting tournaments (events).

Viewer(s)
The audience that watches streaming content. Viewer(s) can be registered or anonymous and 
typically refer to a single user.
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Terms and Definitions

View(s)
A view(s) is a result of a viewer’s interaction with a content unit, relating to one or more channels. 
Do not be confused between views on YouTube, Twitch, and other platforms as they have 
different calculation methodologies. 

Content Unit
A video, audio, or other files that can be accessed by Viewers. Examples of Content Units would 
be Livestreams, Videos on Demand, Clips from live streams, podcasts, etc.

Streaming or Live Broadcasting
Real-time audio and/or video streaming over the Internet through popular online platforms and/or 
online TV platforms and websites, including (but not limited to) platforms such as YouTube, Twitch, 
and others.

Clip(s)
A clip is a video content unit of one or more streams, which is stored on a broadcasting platform. 
This is typically a small portion of the overall stream, often shared on social media sites.

Stream(s)
A stream is a content unit that may only be accessed when it is broadcasted live.

Video on Demand (VoD)
A VoD is a content unit that is an archived recording of a stream and/or a separate uploaded file.

Advertising carrier
A list of carriers where logos may be placed, which we can recognize and process.

Effective exposure
Specific visibility of advert that is clearly visible to the viewer, last at least 3 seconds and are not 
fragmented.

Channel Type
A characteristic of the channel indicating the gender of the channel owner for individuals or 
‘organization’ for corporate, gaming communities, teams, etc. 

Audience Overlap
The share of the audience watching all compared channels. 
The metric is based on the number of Unique Authorized Viewers on the channels.

The core audience of a tournament (event)
The number of unique viewers who watched a tournament for a specific time duration (e.g. more 
than 10 minutes, more than 25% of the broadcasting time, etc.).

The core audience of a team
The number of unique viewers who watched a team's matches for a specific time duration (e.g. 
each game for at least 10 minutes, more than 25% of their matches' broadcasting time, etc.).
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General Metrics and Definitions

Airtime (AT)
Also known as streaming time, broadcast time, time streamed, and streamed hours, etc.
A time period for a content unit and/or a set of content units broadcast without repeats.

Average Viewers (AV)
Also known as Average Concurrent Viewers (ACCV), Average Minute Audience (AMA), 
Average Concurrent Users (ACCU) 
The average number of viewers watching a content unit, game, channel, etc. simultaneously.

Peak Viewers (PV) 
Also known as: Peak Concurrent Viewers (PCCV), Peak Concurrent Users (PCCU), Peak Users 
(PU), Max Viewers
The highest number of viewers watching a content unit, game, channel, etc. simultaneously.

Hours Watched (HW)
Also known as Minutes Watched (MW = HW*60), Seconds Watched (SW = HW*3600)
The number of hours spent by viewers watching a content unit, game, channel, etc.
HW is calculated as the average number of viewers multiplied by the airtime in hours.

HW = AV * AT
Views Gain (VG)
The number of views that a tournament (a set of content units) is viewed during a broadcast 
within a period of time 

Live views
The number of views that a tournament (a set of content units) is viewed during a live broadcast, 
including all sources.  E.g., one Unique Viewer can generate more than one view for the same 
stream. 

Twitch Unique Authorized Viewers (UAV)
The number of individuals that are authorized on Twitch and watch the tournament (a set of 
content units) directly on the platform. 
The viewer is counted as a UAV when he/she has spent more than a minute on the same stream.

Twitch Authorized to All Viewers Ratio (Auth / All Viewers)
The percentage of all viewers who are authorized/logged in on the platform during the stream. 
A higher ratio represents the higher accuracy of the approximated Unique Viewers number.

Twitch Unique Viewers (UV)
Estimated number of unique individuals who watch a content unit, game, channel, etc. within a 
time period.
The metric is based on the number of Unique Authorized Viewers (UAV) and the Authorized to All 
Viewers Ratio. 

Twitch Audience View Duration
Time duration spent by Unique Authorized Viewers during the tournament.
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Twitch Chat Analytics Metrics and Definitions

Active Chatters
The number of Unique Authorized Viewers who have sent one or more messages in the 
tournament(s)’ chat.

Passive Chatters
The number of Unique Authorized Viewers who haven’t sent any messages in the tournament(s)’ 
chat.

Total Messages
The number of messages sent during the tournament(s).

Total Words Count
The number of words in the messages sent during the tournament(s).

Messages per Chatter
The average number of messages sent by one active chatter during the tournament(s).

Messages per Chatter = Total Messages / Active Chatters

Active Chatters / Authorized Viewers
Engagement indicator based on the activity of authorized viewers active in chats during the 
stream(s) 

Chatters with 1 message
The number of Active Chatters who have sent 1 message only during the stream(s).

Chatters with 2+ messages
The number of Active Chatters who have sent 2 or more messages during the stream(s).
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General and Comparative analytics by HW, AV, PV, AT

Competitors', teams’, matches’, stages’, tournaments’, etc. analysis
Audience popularity and statistics by HW, PV, AV, AT, languages, platforms, etc.

Most Popular Matches
Matches’ popularity statistics of the tournament(s) by one or more indicators of the tournament(s). 
TOP-5, TOP-10, all matches.

Most Popular Teams
Teams’ popularity statistics of the tournament(s) by one or more indicators of the tournament(s), a 
series of tournaments., etc. TOP-5, TOP-10, all teams.

Team(s) Popularity Dynamics
An indicator of the changes in the team’s popularity within a period of time, tournaments, 
discipline, in comparison with other teams, etc.

Tournament(s) Popularity Dynamics
An indicator of the changes in the tournament’s popularity dynamics within a period of time, 
countries, discipline, in comparison with other tournaments, etc.

Discipline(s) Popularity Dynamics
An indicator of the changes in the discipline’s popularity dynamics within a period of time, 
tournaments, countries, in comparison with other disciplines, etc.

Viewership by languages
Viewership popularity indicator based on the broadcasting language. The data can be provided 
about matches, tournaments and/or its stages, as well as team(s) and discipline(s).

Viewership by broadcasting platform
Viewership popularity indicator based on the broadcasting platform. The data can be provided 
about matches, tournaments and/or its stages, as well as team(s) and discipline(s).
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Logo and Commercial Recognition Metrics and Definitions

Logo Hours Watched (LHW)
The number of hours watched for each logo throughout the event on one or more channels.

LHW = LAAT * LAV/3600, hours

Logo Total HW (LTHW)
The total number of hours the logo has been observed by all viewers of the event

LTHW = ∑ LHW, hours

Logo Air Time (LAT)
The total time of the logo's appearances throughout the event on one or more channels.

LAT=∑ LAAT, seconds

Logo Peak Viewers (LPV)
The peak viewership of the logo's appearance during the event with reference to time (PV 
graphs) on one or more channels.

Logo Average Viewers (LAV)
The average number of the logo's viewers throughout the event on one or more channels.

Logo Total Twitch Unique Viewers (LTTUV)
The total number of Twitch unique viewers who observed the logo throughout the event for one 
or more channels.

Logo Appearance Quantity (LAQ)
The number of the logo's appearances throughout the event for one or more channels.

Logo Appearance Air Time (LAAT)
The air time of each logo appearance throughout the event for one or more channels.

Logo Visibility Coefficient (LVC)
This is the share of viewers that see a logo on a channel. 

 α ≥ 10%: coeff = 1

 2% ≤ α < 10%:  0.9 ≤ coeff < 1, coeff  = 1.25α + 0.875

 0.25% ≤ α < 2%:  0.5 ≤ coeff < 0.9, coeff = (80α - 0.2)/3.5 + 0.5

 0% < α < 0.25%:  0 ≤ coeff < 0.5, coeff = 200α

α is the share of the logo area from the area of the entire broadcast screen

Media Value (MV)
The estimated amount of the costs that would be incurred to obtain a similar GRP using traditional 
advertising.

Airtime (AT)
Air time of the monitored event.

Logo effective exposure (LEE)
A manifestation of a logo with specific visibility that is clearly visible to the viewer.

LEE = 2 sec.
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Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) Metrics and Definitions

Audio Content
A separate unit of audio appearance within an event.

Audio Content Air Time (AC AT)
The total time of the audio content appearances throughout the event on one or more channels.

AC AT=∑ AC AAT, seconds

Audio Content Appearance Air Time (AC AAT)
The share of air time during which the logo appeared throughout the event for one or more 
channels, sorted by broadcast language.

LSh Lang = LAT Lang/AT*100%

Audio Content Hours Heard (AC HH)
The number of hours heard for each audio content throughout the event on one or more 
channels.

AC HH = AC AAT * AC AV/3600, hours

Audio Content Total HH (AC THH)
The total number of hours the audio content has been heard by all viewers of the event

AC THH = ∑ AC HH, hours

Audio Content Timestamp (ACT)
A list of timestamps during which the audio content has appeared throughout the event for one 
or more channels.

Audio Content Peak Viewers (AC PV)
The peak viewership of the audio content appearance during the event with reference to time 
(PV graphs) on one or more channels.

Audio Content Average Viewers (AC AV)
The average number of the audio content viewers throughout the event on one or more 
channels.

Audio Content Twitch Unique Viewers (AC TAUV)
The average number of unique viewers who heard the audio content throughout the event for 
one or more channels.

Audio Content Twitch Total Unique Viewers (AC TTUV)
The total number of unique viewers who heard the audio content throughout the event for one or 
more channels.
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Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) Metrics and Definitions

Audio Content Appearance Quantity (AC AQ)
The number of the audio content appearances throughout tLSh = LAT/AT*100%

Audio Content Share
The share of air time during which the audio content appeared throughout the event for one or 
more channels.

AC Sh = AC AT/AT*100%

Audio Content Share by Language (AC Sh Lang)
The share of air time during which the audio content appeared throughout the event for one or 
more channels, sorted by broadcast language.

AC Sh Lang = AC AT Lang/AT*100%

Audio Content Share by Platform (AC Sh Plat)
The share of air time during which the audio content appeared throughout the event for one or 
more channels, sorted by broadcasting platform.

AC Sh Plat = AC AT Plat/AT*100%
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Methodology Basics

The methodology description of collecting, processing and providing data is valid for all entities 
and their characteristics, which are described in the terms and definitions part of this document, 
incl. for match, team and/or organization, organizer, tournament, etc.

Data collection and processing
Data collection is carried out directly from the platforms and is based on the API, provided by the 
platforms, or using our own methods. We directly receive all relevant data without the influence of 
any third parties. Every minute, the Esports Charts parser checks all streams for a number of 
conditions on all platforms and saves the data for all online channels in the Esports Charts 
database.

Collected data processing is carried out automatically by our software (our own proprietary 
technology), which was designed, implemented, and is constantly developed by the Esports 
Charts technical department. All data after initial processing is stored in a convenient form for 
further work. All the data can be quickly exported from the database both for compiling unique 
analytical reports on past events and for evaluating upcoming esports activities.

AT / AIRTIME
Our technology allows us to determine the beginning and the end of any event that is 
broadcasted live with high accuracy. The subsequent double-check allows us to confidently 
determine and declare the most accurate and relevant figures for this type of statistics.

AV / Average Viewers
We record the number of concurrent viewers every minute. We sum all the counts and average 
them over the total stream duration during the period of time.

HW / Hours Watched
HW shows the total amount of time the event was viewed by all viewers of the event. Hours 
Watched is directly dependent on broadcast time and average viewership rates.

PV / Peak Viewers / PCCV / Peak Concurrent Viewers
Esports Charts’ technology clearly captures the peak viewers for each channel every minute. 

There may be an error for this value.

During the broadcast, there may be abnormal growth in the number of viewers, which is 
associated with the presence of a host on the channel (/host). In other words, as part of the same 
event, one of the streamers forcefully transfers all of their viewers to another channel. Thus, at the 
time of the transition, the peak number of viewers will increase sharply. Most of the viewers can 
immediately (during the first minute) leave the channel for any reason. Our technology captures 
only all-new authorized and unique viewers (see the description below). There may be an 
occasion when there is an abnormal growth in the number of viewers by several hundred or 
thousands of people at once, without any reason. If these viewers are not staying on the channel, 
we do not take them into account.

Our technology records and provides the maximum viewership values for any type of event that 
was broadcasted live.

Our technology takes into account data from all platforms and consolidates all this data to one 
point with a clear link to the event. As a result, we provide an aggregated report that includes all 
broadcasting channels.

P.S. Additionally, for YouTube, we record and process all video viewership information in the next 
30 days after the live broadcast.
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Methodology Basics

Unique Authorized Viewers

The Esports Charts parser algorithm collects and stores the unique IDs of all registered 
Twitch users who have watched the specified broadcast for at least a time T (60 seconds 
by default, can be customized).

The difference between the Esports Charts algorithm and the Twitch algorithm is that 
according to our analytics, any user who enters the broadcast, including accidentally, is 
considered unique by Twitch. On the other hand, our algorithm takes into account only 
those viewers who have stayed on the stream for at least 60 seconds.

In addition, our algorithm has the ability to analytically detect some cases of fake users (among 
them those whose stream is open passively in their browser’s background without their 
knowledge, for example, on betting sites) and exclude them from statistics. Twitch, according to 
our data, considers such users as unique.

Unique Viewers
Additionally, our algorithm collects statistics to define Twitch Authorized to All Viewers Ratio. 
Based on this number as well as the number of Twitch Unique Authorized Viewers we extrapolate 
data and come out with the total number of Unique Viewers including anonymous users.

Unique Authorized Viewers: 50 000 Unique Viewers: 60 000

Airtime, min. Viewers Average View 
Duration

2 8265 2

10 8915 6

30 6905 20

60 4680 45

120 4785 82

360 7335 205

720 4050 513

The following example is provided as an illustration of viewership
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Methodology Basics

Broadcasting Languages
Our technology is able to track the language of live broadcasts and can record this channel 
characteristic into the database. Broadcasting languages are tested for compliance. Based on this 
type of data, we can group and show the viewership popularity regarding the language for 
channels, matches, streamers, disciplines, etc., including HW, AV, etc.

Broadcasting Platforms

We collect all the data described above from each of the broadcasting platforms individually. 
Therefore, we know and are able to present both raw data and a ready-to-use summary report. All 
the data are subject to mandatory verification before publication in any form.

Specifics 

Specifics of statistical and analytical submissions for reports according to disciplines

● Battle royale games (PUBG, Fortnite, Apex, Free Fire, etc.) and Auto Battlers (Dota 

Underlords, TFT, Auto Chess, etc.).

○ We provide all the statistics for rounds as a part of any event and for events for all 

teams together. Currently, we are working on a formula to calculate the statistics 

and popularity for each team for battle royal disciplines.

● Fighting games (SFV, Smash, Tekken, Mortal Kombat, etc.).

○ We can only provide detailed statistics for final stages of matches, where the match 

format is longer. Every single match of these tournaments cannot be fully analyzed 

because of low demand and short duration.

● For the rest of the disciplines (i.e. LoL, Dota2, CS: GO, Rainbow 6, Rocket League, Smash, 

etc.) we provide detailed statistics for each match.

team@escharts.com

WE ARE ALWAYS OPEN TO COOPERATION.
FEEL FREE TO CONNECT WITH US ANYTIME.
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